




Jon Allen

Voice Actor:  (Alessi - JoJo's Bizarre Adventure, Red Blood Cell AC1677 - Cells at Work Code Black)

2016 San Diego Film Award “Best Actor” nominee and winner of the 2014 “I’m Funnier Than” Comedy Contest,  Jon 
has always had an interest in story-telling and making people laugh. In the world of anime he’s lent his voice to many 
unique characters, including Alessi in "JoJo's Bizarre Adventure," Red Blood Cell AC1677 in "Cells at Work Code 
Black," Critter and Fu Za in "Sword Art Online: Alicization," Mori in "FLCL Progressive," Kiyoshi Miyaji and Yoshinori 
Susa in "Kuroko's Basketball," Zack in "Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans," Binolt, Kazsule, and Number Zero on 
"Hunter X Hunter," and numerous others.

You might have also heard him as the voice of Thrash the shark in the cartoon "Heroes of Goo Jit Zu" based upon 
the popular toy line bearing the same name. Additionally Jon voices Wolfpain, Silverback, Battaxe, Tritops, and 
Verapz in the series, and is the voice of the Goo Jit Zu TV commercials as well.

In the gaming world he starred as the voice of all versions of Jarvis and H8 Squadder in “Pain” and on the 
Playstation Network. He’s also been heard as Thorton and Brawly in "Pokemon Masters," Persona the Masked in 
"Phantasy Star Online 2," and other titles such as “High Velocity Bowling,” “Warhammer Tactics,” “Ace Combat 7,” 
“Zanki Zero" to name a few.

On television he’s been seen in the series “The Ex-List,” Comedy Central’s “My Profile Story,” “Know Your Meme,” 
“You Can Do Better” on truTV, and starred as Ryan Wyatt in “The Castmembers,” an episodic comedy series 
depicting the hi-jinks and struggles of working in a movie theater.

In addition to his acting and comedy pursuits, Jon also regularly contributes to the world of pro-wrestling, wrestling 
as the 2 time, longest reigning, and CURRENT reining champion “Ricotta Flair” on WWE star Brian Kendrick’s 
comedic “Wrestling Pro Wrestling” in Los Angeles, CA which streams every month on Twitch TV. He's also wrestled 
for former WWE and TNA star Sinn Bodhi's "Freakshow Wrestling" in Las Vegas, NV, and ran "Fans United 
Wrestling" in San Diego, CA.

Friday - August 06, 2021

Main Events

6:00 pm Q&A with Jon Allen Length: 1 hr 

Main Events

8:00 pm Celebrity Card Game - Utter Nonsense! Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 07, 2021

Main Events

7:00 pm
[Panel.Name=ERROR.Glitch] Jon Allen Q&A / Skull Grunt Bash / Event 

Mashup [ERROR]
Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 08, 2021

Main Events

12:00 pm Impacts of the Pandemic on Voice Acting Length: 1 hr 

Main Events

2:00 pm Voice Actor Script Reading Length: 1 hr 

Main Events

5:00 pm Closing Ceremonies Length: 1 hr 



Paul St. Peter

Voice Actor:  (Xemnas - Kingdom Hearts, Nine Tail Fox - Naruto, Wormmon - Digimon)

Paul St. Peter, twice nominated for BTVA Awards, is a voice actor from Los Angeles, whose many anime and video 
game credits include KINGDOM HEARTS (Xemnas), NARUTO (Nine Tail Fox), ONE PUNCH MAN (Beast King), 
DIGIMON (Wormmon, Leomon), ROBOTECH (Zor Prime), BLEACH (Yammy Riyalgo), WORLD OF WARCRAFT 
(Boden The Imposing), DYNASTY WARRIORS I-IV (Yuan Shao), DIGIMON: THE MOVIE (Kokomon), ZETMAN 
(Sugito), MAJIN (Majin), TESTIMONY OF THE NEW SHE DEVIL (Valga), BERSERK (Grunbeld), and RESIDENT 
EVIL 5 (Swahili Zombie). Paul does comical voices too, from WORMMON (Digimon Warriors) to PUNCH (Cowboy 
Bebop).

Among his other game, anime, and feature anime credits are GURREN LAGAAN (Jorgun), THE COUNT OF 
MONTE CRISTO, (Mondego), MONSTER (Dr. Reichwein), PAPRIKA (Konakawa), LUPIN III: THE SECRET OF 
MAMO (Mamo), DURARARA (Higa), X-COM (Dr. Heinrich), BATTLE B-DAMON (Armada), DIABLO III (Demented 
Spirit), and DEFIANCE (Burgess). Paul’s voice can also be heard on such titles as MONSTER STRIKE (Death 
Panda), DRAKENGARD III (Michael The Dragon), JOJO’S BIZARRE ADVENTURES (Wamuu, Dire, Jack The 
Ripper), NARUTO 7: ULTIMATE NINJA STORM (Kurama), THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS (Armor Giant), AJIN 
(Hirasawa), HEARTHSTONE (Igneous Giant), KILLER (Colonel Derick) YS VIII: LACRIMOSA OF DANA (Sahad), 
ACE COMBAT 7 (various roles), GUNDAM: IRON BLOODED ORPHANS (McMurdo), DRAGON BALL SUPER 
(Sorbet), HUNTER HUNTER (Razor), and GODEATER II (various roles).

A versatile performer, Paul also sang for four seasons with the San Diego Opera Company, three years with the 
Civic Light Opera, and appeared in several productions at the Old Globe Theatre. In Los Angeles, Paul has acted at 
the Globe Playhouse, Richard Basehart Theatre, Palos Verde Shakespeare on The Meadow, performed with the 
Rogue Artists, and has “gone on the road” for eleven seasons with the Nevada Shakespeare Festival.

As an instructor, Paul has taught speech, accents, dialects, phonetics, vocal production, and Shakespeare at The 
American Academy of Dramatic Arts, California State University Los Angeles, San Diego State University, Los 
Angeles Broadcasting School, the Windward School, and is a speech and acting coach for Native Voices at the 
Autry, a Native American Theatre company, and for the Rogue Artists.

Paul’s TV appearances include work on NCIS, LAST MAN STANDING, JESSIE, LEGIT (for FX), RINGER, TIM AND 
ERIC’S AWESOME SHOW, and the hilarious KEY AND PEELE (Comedy Central.)

Autograph Pricing:

$5 per autograph on products (games, posters, DVD’s, videos, etc)
$8 per personally autographed photo
$10 per voicemail recorded in character
$20 per character picture

Friday - August 06, 2021

Main Events

5:00 pm Q&A with Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Main Events

8:00 pm Celebrity Card Game - Utter Nonsense! Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 07, 2021

Main Events

2:00 pm The Villains of Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 08, 2021

Main Events

12:00 pm Impacts of the Pandemic on Voice Acting Length: 1 hr 



Main Events

2:00 pm Voice Actor Script Reading Length: 1 hr 

Main Events

5:00 pm Closing Ceremonies Length: 1 hr 



Moira Yume

Cosplay Guest:  (Cosplay Guest - Sponsored by Areku Cosplay & Photography)

"Moira has been involved in the cosplay community since 2006, just shy of her 17th birthday. Having started with the 
late cosplay troupe, 'Bonzai Anime', Moira found her love and passion for cosplay, costumes and acting. Over the 
years she has made over a 100 costumes; some for herself, some as commissions for people and some for theatre 
work during her college days. Along the way, she has earned many different types of awards from multiple 
competitions. Her most recent achievement was this year's Lumicon Best in Show award. She knows what judges 
will want to be looking for and isn't afraid to say "Please, check my seams!"

Costuming is a passion and Moira dreams to have an influence in the cosplay community and help anyone starting 
on their own cosplay journey!"

Moira is sponsored by  and is a Contest Judge for the Omni Fandom Expo 2020 Areku Cosplay & Photography
Masquerade Costume Contest.

Photo credits: Runafragment (instagram), Fransisco Nazario Photography, Victorieux Photography

 

Saturday - August 07, 2021

The CosmoP Justy Video Screening Room

9:00 am Masquerade Costume Contest Pre-Judging Length: 5 hrs

Main Events

4:00 pm Masquerade Costume Contest (Cosplay/Costume) Length: 1 hr 

https://www.facebook.com/arekucosplay/


Taylor Lost One

Cosplay Guest

Taylor Lost One is a cosplayer and professional makeup artist from Longwood, Florida. Her passion for makeup 
began in high school while doing hair and makeup for theater productions. In 2014 she began cosplaying and found 
a love for the art. Taylor began working professionally as a makeup artist in 2017 for Universal Orlando and also 
works as a freelance artist for independent films, music videos, cosplay and other projects. To her cosplay and 
makeup provide the opportunity to bring characters to life in a unique way. She has hosted panels over the years at 
conventions to educate cosplayers on makeup techniques and strongly advocates for safe makeup application. This 
will be her debut guest position at a convention. 

Saturday - August 07, 2021

The CosmoP Justy Video Screening Room

9:00 am Masquerade Costume Contest Pre-Judging Length: 5 hrs

Main Events

4:00 pm Masquerade Costume Contest (Cosplay/Costume) Length: 1 hr 



StarrCosplay

Cosplay Guest:  (Cosplay Guest sponsored by Tinker's Caravan)

Starr is a very charismatic cosplayer who has a passion for the anime fandom. She is very humble & is very 
appreciative of all of her fans and enjoys collaborating with many different types of cosplayers. Starr is a 
M3RCHANT for Tinker's Caravan and has done numerous product shoots for them and is currently involved in many 
other photo shoots for various companies. If you want to know more about her, check out her social media platforms, 
or simply ask her in person!

Instagram: @StarrCosplay
Tik Tok: @StarrCosplay

Friday - August 06, 2021

Panel Room 1

6:00 pm How to Become A Professional Cosplayer Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 07, 2021

Panel Room 1

12:00 pm How to Become A Professional Cosplayer Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 08, 2021

Panel Room 1

2:00 pm How to Become A Professional Cosplayer Length: 1 hr 

https://www.instagram.com/starrcosplay/
https://www.tiktok.com/@starrcosplay?lang=en


Error Echo

Cosplay Guest

Monica, who goes by Echo, is 18 years old and a model, dancer and cosplayer. She has spent most of her life 
studying dance and has been cosplaying for about 4 or 5 years. Echo has always enjoyed cosplaying and is 
pursuing it as a continued profession. As a super friendly and outgoing person, Echo loves meeting new people. She 
is also a Twitch streamer and specializes in video games and occasional cosplay streams.

Social links: 

Instagram @moonphos_echo
https://instagram.com/moonphos_echo?igshid=34ugno1gk4or

Tik Tok
@errorecho

Twitch
twitch.tv/errorcho

YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAzc6S7kVPRMxOP7Zdi6OAg

https://instagram.com/moonphos_echo?igshid=34ugno1gk4or
https://www.twitch.tv/errorcho
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAzc6S7kVPRMxOP7Zdi6OAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAzc6S7kVPRMxOP7Zdi6OAg


Speakeasy Sirens

Entertainers:  (Burlesque Troop)

The Speakeasy Sirens is a cosplay performance troupe based in Orlando, Florida. Founded in 2016 they've 
performed at multiple comic book shops, private events, a convention or two and even a haunted house! Having an 
array of performers skilled in poi, fan work, lyra, silks, gymnastics and more, they incorporate these skills into making 
their burlesque shows unique and something fresh.

You can find information on upcoming and past shows, auditions and booking on Facebook.com/speakeasysirens

Saturday - August 07, 2021

Main Events

9:00 pm
Speakeasy Sirens Presents: Sailor Moon Burlesque: Cosmic Escalation!

(18+ ONLY)
Length: 1 hr 

http://Facebook.com/speakeasysirens


CRH

Performers:  (Crazy Random Happenstance - Shadowcasting and Performance Group)

CRH (Crazy Random Happenstance) is a spirited young group that love everything related to shadowcasting. They 
have shadowcasted Dr. Horrible's Sing-A-Long Blog, Clue, The Princess Bride, The Room, Beetlejuice, and Buffy 
the Vampire Slayer: Once More with Feeling. They have also performed a variety of small interactive events themed 
around Doctor Who and Sherlock.
 

Saturday - August 07, 2021

Main Events

12:00 pm CRH Presents: MIYAZAKI MADNESS An Aerials and Movement Show Length: 1 hr 

Main Events

7:00 pm
[Panel.Name=ERROR.Glitch] Jon Allen Q&A / Skull Grunt Bash / Event 

Mashup [ERROR]
Length: 1 hr 

Main Events

11:00 pm CRH PRESENTS: Saturday Evening Cartoons Burlesque! (18+ ONLY) Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 08, 2021

Main Events

5:00 pm Closing Ceremonies Length: 1 hr 



MAIN EVENTS

FRIDAY - AUGUST 06, 2021

3:30 pm Chichi’s Stage Combat 101 Length: 1 hr 

Ever wondered how to fight without  fighting? Look no further than this informative demonstration of the basics of stage combat with the actually
Son family matriarch Chichi. Wife and mother to legendary fighters in and out of the tournament ring, Chichi has learned many things about 
how to both throw and take punches without dealing any damage (and when your opponent absolutely  to believe that you totally are a needs
normal person that was completely blown away by that sad excuse for a punch). ((Son Chichi is cosplayed by veteran cosplayer and martial 
artist Sionna Rei. In addition, Sionna has over a decade of experience in stage combat. Please do not attempt these techniques on your own 
without proper supervision, as incorrect technique can not only hurt yourself but also your fight partner.))

5:00 pm Q&A with Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Paul St. Peter
Veteran stage and voice actor Paul St. Peter answers YOUR questions about the voice-over industry, characters he's played, and more!

6:00 pm Q&A with Jon Allen Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jon Allen
Curious how Alessi chooses his wardrobe? Maybe you want to know what it's like to be Red Blood Cell AC 1677? Or would you like to know 
what it takes to be a comedian AND a voice actor? All your questions can be answered here with Jon Allen!

8:00 pm Celebrity Card Game - Utter Nonsense! Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jon Allen, Paul St. Peter
We've got a surprise - our Celebrity Guests are choosing who can say it best between Staff and each other from the drawn cards in the card 
game Utter Nonsense! A phrase and an accent are chosen from the deck at random - and the Staff has to beat the Voice Actors at their own 
game! Can they do it? You'll have to attend to find out!

VIP Passholders - if you are present in the room, you will be entered for a chance to play with the Guests and Staff! No video will be allowed 
during the panel. This game is Family Friendly!

10:00 pm She-Ra’s Princess Prom Length: 2 hrs

The Princess Alliance has insisted that all guys, gals, and non-binary pals join them in Omni Kingdom for this year’s . Take All Princess Ball
this opportunity to dance the night away with your best friends or sworn enemies. The Princess Prom will feature a colorful lineup of music 
inspired by .She-Ra and the Princesses of Power

Guests are strongly encouraged to dress up in cosplay or prom attire to participate in our costume and dance contests to win Prom Royalty.

SATURDAY - AUGUST 07, 2021

12:00 am Omni-tan's Pajama Party! Length: 2 hrs

Enjoy some down time with friends and music to help unwind on a Friday night! Pajamas and kigus encouraged - bring your own pillows to 
relax!

10:00 am The Art of Lightsaber Choreography Length: 1 hr 

The Outer Rim Guilds presents 'The Art of Lightsaber Choreography'. This workshop is designed to demonstrate stage combat techniques 
using lightsabers in choreographed stage combat settings. The skills learned in this class can also be applied to work in theater, video or 
movie productions. The workshop will begin with the basic forms of stance, movement, defense and attacks used for staged combat. The 
focus of the workshop is to replicate the fighting styles seen in the Star Wars movies, but it will also teach students how to prepare their own 
fights in the future. We will also discuss costuming, weapons and prop design as they are a part of each production we put together. The 
workshop will include fight demonstrations showing the finished product.

12:00 pm CRH Presents: MIYAZAKI MADNESS An Aerials and Movement Show Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  CRH
The magical worlds of Miyazaki come to life in the Miyazaki Madness Movement Show!

See your favorite characters perform aerials, parkour, acro, dance and other amazing feats in this Movement Show inspired by your favorite 
Miyazaki films!



2:00 pm The Villains of Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Paul St. Peter
Paul St. Peter talks about the vocal adjustments and character choices he has used to create some very frightening voices! His portrayals of 
XEMNAS (Kingdom Hearts), and NINE TAIL FOX (Naruto), have chilled many a spine, and the terrifying YAMMY RIYALGO (Bleach) is a study 
in pure menace. Paul will demonstrate his techniques in a clear, simple manner that will allow the fans to feel they are part of the creative 
process. Then he will ask for volunteers from the audience to rise and frighten everyone with their own vocal creations. Let’s all have some 
scary thrills!

4:00 pm Masquerade Costume Contest (Cosplay/Costume) Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Moira Yume, Taylor Lost One
The  is a must see event at ! Costumers from all over will take the stage and show off Masquerade Costume Contest OMNI FANDOM EXPO
not only their incredibly crafted costumes but performances as well. On the runway, contestants will face off against each other for the "Best in 

" prize of one thousand dollars! If you have the desire, drive, and creativity to be the best, sign up and show everyone what you can do! Show

Come see what the contestants have in store for you at the !OMNI FANDOM EXPO Masquerade Costume Contest

What's Required to Enter:
All contestants / creators / models  have a current  Badge (VIP Pass, Weekend Pass, Saturday Day Pass, etc.), MUST OMNI FANDOM EXPO
and a costume that has been at least .80% hand-made

 If you are a Sponsored Cosplay Guest, you cannot enter the Masquerade Costume Contest in order to keep things fair for everyone.Note:

How to Enter: 
Sign up (location TBD) at . If you are under 18, you will need a parent or legal guardian with you (they must be with you OMNI FANDOM EXPO
through all stages of the contest). If you are a model, the costume's creator must be present at sign-up to participate in pre-judging for 
craftsmanship awards. You will be given your pre-judging time when you sign-up.

What's Needed at Sign-Up:

Download the entry form and fill it out or fill out an entry form at the convention sign-up location. It will require your name, the name and 
description of your costume, the name of the costume's creator (if you're modeling it for someone else), what skill level you qualify for, 
and any awards you have won.
Do not bring any reference materials when you sign up. Please hold onto them until your designated pre-judging time.
We suggest not wearing your contest costume at sign-up in order to keep your outfit as much of a surprise as possible for the 
convention's audience.
If you are doing a cosplay skit/performance and have any audio that you want played, you must bring the audio in  format  MP3 ONLY
on a  and present it at signup. If accepted, it will then be copied for 's use in the competition. USB Flash Drive OMNI FANDOM EXPO

 entrant takes all legal responsibility resulting in any damage or legal fees associated with any media presented/copied for use at Note:
.OMNI FANDOM EXPO

Filename Criteria (Only for Performances/Skits):

File must be  format.MP3
File must be on a . (  will only copy your file and will not keep your Flash Drive).USB Flash Drive OMNI FANDOM EXPO
File must be easily accessible in the root directory of the Flash Drive. Please do not bury your file in multiple directories.
Filename must be the name of the contestant (first and last) followed by a dash (-) and then the name of the skit.
Filename must contain underscores (_) instead of spaces ( ). Again, do not put spaces between words, use the underscore.
No special characters allowed (*&%!"', etc...).

Entering As Walk-On Only:

Yes, you may enter the contest as a walk-on! Walk-on Only (meaning no pre-judging) costumes will  be considered for all non-ONLY
craftsmanship awards. 
IMPORTANT: If you enter as a Walk-On only and do not participate in pre-judging, you will not qualify for Best in Show or any 
craftsmanship award!

CONTEST GENERAL RULES AND GUIDELINES:

ENTRIES: One entry per person. . Limited Late Registration will be available if space permits. We reserve  Cap of 100 entries taken
the right to refuse additional entries.
PERFORMANCES/SKITS: Due to time contraints, a limit  of the 100 entries may be Performances/Skits. First come, first serve.20
All Masquerade content must stay within the  General Guidelines, Code of Conduct, Prop / Weapon Policy, City OMNI FANDOM EXPO
of Kissimmee ordinances, and 's guidelines, and not exceed a  rating. In addition to the Day's Hotel by Wyndham Celebration PG-13
these basic guidelines, swearing and depiction of sexual acts is forbidden. Bleeps or other forms of censoring are acceptable.
All skits / performances may not exceed . The MC (Master of Ceremonies) or Contest Host narration/introduction 1 minute 30 seconds
will not count towards the performance time.
“Cosplay” aspect to show that you can not only look the part of the character, but also act the character as well. The judges should 
believe that you are your character - "suspended reality". This aspect is to demonstrate that you know your character inside and out.
Any presentations with stunts, extreme, or shocking performances must be approved by the Cosplay Coordinator before the event. 
Failure to do so may result in disqualification.
Any eligible costume that wishes to compete for craftsmanship awards must participate in a preliminary costume judging. Any costume 
not taking part in preliminary judging will not qualify for Best in Show or any craftsmanship awards. No make-up times will be allowed.



Technical contest for Best in Show and craftsmanship awards. All costumes being considered for those awards must be at least 80% 
.hand-made

Youth is 12 and under. Parents  accompany contestants.MUST
Handlers are allowed; however, oversized costumes  a minimum of one (1) handler to go on stage with them. Oversized REQUIRE
costumes  provide their own handler ( minimum of one (1) ) in accordance with .MUST OMNI FANDOM EXPO General Guidelines
Models are allowed, but the costume/prop fabricator must be present for the costume to qualify for awards.
Again, Sponsored Cosplay Guests are disqualified from entering the Masquerade Costume Contest for the fairness of all contestants.
Finally: Please remember that the purpose of this show is for fun and entertainment. It's to celebrate everyone's creative inspiration, 
ability, and passion for this beautiful art form. Please do not get so caught up in the idea of winning an award that you forget that 
there's an audience watching you, or the other contestants waiting for their moment on stage, or the staff who is producing the contest 
itself. This is for everyone's enjoyment. Also, many of the  Staff have been in masquerade contests themselves, OMNI FANDOM EXPO
so we know how it feels! Thank you for being part of this awesome fan event, and enjoy!

PREVIOUSLY CREATED COSTUMES (IMPORTANT):

Costumes that have previously won any award above a judge's award or honorable mention are not allowed to enter.
Cosplayers that have received a Best in Show award at a previous event will automatically be placed in Masters Division.

ON STAGE RULES:

Because this requires repeating: All content  comply with the  General Guidelines, Code of Conduct, Prop MUST OMNI FANDOM EXPO
/ Weapon Policy and Kissimmee City ordinances, and 's guidelines. Nothing should exceed the Day's Hotel by Wyndham Celebration
the PG-13 rating. This means no swearing, no depiction of sexual acts. Bleeps or other forms of censoring are acceptable.
All skits / performances may not exceed . The MC (Master of Ceremonies) or Contest Host narration/introduction 1 minute 30 seconds
will not count towards the performance time.
Microphones will not be provided on stage for contestants to use. Any dialogue audio must be pre-recorded.
Audio is highly encouraged.
The use of , flash powder, fake blook, fireworks, lasers, electrical flashes, smoke machines or any other effect that may cause GLITTER
potential damage, by the entrant are  due to Fire Marshal and  regulations. PROHIBITED the Day's Hotel by Wyndham Celebration
The use of any of them will / may cause immediate disqualification or removal from the convention. Please ask before you attempt to 
use any of these effects.
Do not throw any items into the audience (flyers, candy, silly string, etc..).
Do not leave debris on stage that cannot be quickly cleaned by stage hands in fewer than 10 seconds.
Interaction with the MC, Contest Host, Judges, or the audience is prohibited while on stage.
Take your time to show off your costume to the audience for photos! It is always suggested to stop for two (2) poses, holding each for a 
count of three (3) to five (5) seconds a piece. Do not move too quickly through your poses, or the audience won't be able to get good 
pictures!

5:30 pm Star Central Dance Festival Length: 1 hr 

Star Central Dance Festival brings the anime performers to YOU!

Cosplayers and dancers alike head to the stage to bring their characters to life in a concert lineup live at ! OMNI FANDOM EXPO Click Here 
For More Information!

7:00 pm [Panel.Name=ERROR.Glitch] Jon Allen Q&A / Skull Grunt Bash / 
Event Mashup [ERROR]

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jon Allen, CRH
[Omnitan.loadpanelinformation] Join  for a lively discussion panel on how wrestling, comedy, and voice acting can Special Guest Jon Allen
relate to each other with -   Guest panelist -  [ERROR LOADING INFORMATION] [Glitch.appendinformation] CRH [end.loadpanelinformation]

   presents  Uh... that wasn’t supposed to happen. Lemme try that again guys!Omni-tan: [Omnitan.loadpanelinformation] CRH Productions
 The  are in control, and this time without their fearless leader! They've set up some great fights for Skull Bash Goes Wrong! Skull Grunts

everyone, so ? Come find out as our fighters do their best to deal with the poor planning of the grunts, what could possibly go wrong
including bouts against traffic, pillows, and invisible people. And they have a special surprise, with-  [ERROR LOADING INFORMATION] [Glitch.

 Appearance by -   appendinformation] Special Guest Jon Allen [end.loadpanelinformation] [Glitch.booleancombine] [Panel.Name=ERROR.
 Glitch] Jon Allen Q&A / Skull Grunt Bash / Event Mashup [ERROR] :  WHAT DID YOU DO TO MY SCHEDULE?!??!Omni-tan GLITCH

9:00 pm Speakeasy Sirens Presents: Sailor Moon Burlesque: Cosmic 
Escalation!(18+ ONLY)

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Speakeasy Sirens
Celebrating the , the Princess and her guardians, the  will be bringing you an extravagant treat for all  Kingdom of the Moon Speakeasy Sirens
Sailor Moon fans!

Join the , , and  as they perform tantalising and daring acts just for our friends at Sailor Senshi favorite felines daring villains Omni Fandom 
 in this glamorous burlesque show! A night full of unique performances tailored to the true personality of each senshi and their gifted Expo

element, and villains and their darkest desires taking the stage to wow and captivate you!
18 and up ONLY with a valid Drivers License or State ID. No Exceptions!Age:

11:00 pm CRH PRESENTS: Saturday Evening Cartoons Burlesque! (18+ ONLY) Length: 1 hr 

http://www.omniexpo.com/index.cfm?6752BF6125A597CCBF2025225CCAA4945488613243B234B4CB67E440BA2A9F7A6A087594791772E6E7774951DBA633BF6E3700CFBEE2DD0C693BEB165330F6AC&ID=457
http://www.omniexpo.com/index.cfm?6752BF6125A597CCBF2025225CCAA4945488613243B234B4CB67E440BA2A9F7A6A087594791772E6E7774951DBA633BF6E3700CFBEE2DD0C693BEB165330F6AC&ID=457


Guests:  CRH
Are you ready to have to see your favorite cartoon characters in a whole new dimension?

 is proud to present some of your  from all walks of animation strutting their stuff across our stage.CRH Productions  favorite characters

They could be from anime, CN, nicktoons, movies, you name it. So get ready to sit back, relax, and replace that nostalgia with some NEW 
memories!

18 and up ONLY with a valid Drivers License or State ID. No Exceptions!Age:

SUNDAY - AUGUST 08, 2021

10:00 am The Art of Lightsaber Choreography Length: 1 hr 

The Outer Rim Guilds presents 'The Art of Lightsaber Choreography'. This workshop is designed to demonstrate stage combat techniques 
using lightsabers in choreographed stage combat settings. The skills learned in this class can also be applied to work in theater, video or 
movie productions. The workshop will begin with the basic forms of stance, movement, defense and attacks used for staged combat. The 
focus of the workshop is to replicate the fighting styles seen in the Star Wars movies, but it will also teach students how to prepare their own 
fights in the future. We will also discuss costuming, weapons and prop design as they are a part of each production we put together. The 
workshop will include fight demonstrations showing the finished product.

12:00 pm Impacts of the Pandemic on Voice Acting Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jon Allen, Paul St. Peter
Join us for this discussion and Q&A with our Celebrity Guests on how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the voice over industry.

2:00 pm Voice Actor Script Reading Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jon Allen, Paul St. Peter
Join us for this exclusive panel as a select group of victi-uh, we mean voice actors read from select script scenes. Their characters will be 
chosen at random and the scenes will be selected from a hat! Who will join in? Who will play who? Don't miss this if you want to find out! 
Seating is limited and VIP Passes receive early entry.

Note!: VIP Passholders that are present at the panel may be randomly selected to join in a scene!

5:00 pm Closing Ceremonies Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jon Allen, Paul St. Peter, CRH
Come join us as we say goodbye to our Special Guests and bring the weekend to a close!



MEETUPS

FRIDAY - AUGUST 06, 2021

5:00 pm Attack On Titan Scout Regiment Meeting Length: 1 hr 

Attention all Scouts! Important meeting at Omni Con 2021! Meet outside exhibit hall and we'll find somewhere to take pictures and discuss 
important scouting business.

SATURDAY - AUGUST 07, 2021

11:00 am Pokémon Go AR Photo Shoot Length: 1 hr 

Come get your photo taken in the Courtyard with your favorite Pokémon Go Pokémon. With the latest version of Pokémon Go, you can now 
take AR photos of your Pokémon. But who is going to hold your phone so you can get in the shot with your Pokémon? Sponsor by Social 
Debugging.

1:00 pm Pokemon Home Trading Meetup Length: 1 hr 

Come join other Pokemon Trainers and share you friend code and trade Pokemon with other local trainers

2:00 pm DC vs Marvel Meetup Length: 1 hr 

DC vs Marvel meetup! Calling all heroes and villains! Everyone wants to know who can take the best photos: DC or Marvel? Heroes or 
villains? Meet outside exhibit hall and we'll find a place to take photos and hang out.

8:00 pm Kpop Fan Meetup Length: 1 hr 

Kpop Fan Meetup! Like Kpop? Have a bias? Come talk to other kpop fans and hang out, maybe play a game or two! Meet up outside the 
exhibit hall and we'll find somewhere to sit!



PANEL ROOM 1

FRIDAY - AUGUST 06, 2021

12:00 pm How to Use Your Favorite Fandom to Create Positive Affirmations Length: 1 hr 

Did you know just how much we can learn our favorite fandoms and hobbies? And that they can help us develop positive self-identity? The 
Diversely Geek team has developed an awesome workbook series to show you how to apply those lessons in your daily life. This is an 
interactive workshop showing fans how to use the positive messages we've learned from our favorite fandoms to create supportive affirmations 
and self care plans.

3:00 pm Kahoots with Disney! Length: 1 hr 

Think you are "Brave" enough to "Go the Distance" and rise "Up" to the challenge of Disney Movie Trivia? Come test your knowledge of 
Disney movies both old and new while you "Seize The Day" with some of your Disney favorites and search for "Treasure Planet". Will you 
"Stand Out" and be one of "The Incredibles"? Or will you continue to wonder “When Will My Life Begin”? This panel will contain Disney music, 
Trivia, and some childhood favorites.

4:00 pm Intro to Improv Length: 1 hr 

Welcome to the silly world of improv comedy. Join the Darkone and crew as we teach you to strut your comedy skills on stage. We'll be trying 
out various improv excercises while also answering questions you might have. Join us for all the fun and hilarity.

5:00 pm MikuMikuDance for beginners Length: 1 hr 

Do you wish to learn how to simple 3d animation? Have you ever heard the trem MMD and wonder what it meant? Then attend this panel! We 
will teach you the basics of MikuMikuDance. A free Japanese-English 3d animation Program. Learn how to install MMD and start making your 
own amateur 3d animation. We will teach you the basics of 3d animation and help you get started with some ideas of to go. Note: Host is not a 
professional 3d animator.

6:00 pm How to Become A Professional Cosplayer Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  StarrCosplay
Cosplaying is a fantastic way to express yourself and meet new people who have simlar interests. Just as any other form of fashion design, it's 
possible to do it full-time as a professional. But how does someone attain that? Without any insight, it might seem very intimidating, but it's very 
possible! If you have any interest in being a professional cosplayer, come stop by this panel! A cosplay business owner (Tinker's Caravan) will 
be presenting along with many sponsered cosplayers (@StarrCosplay)! Not only will you gain insight into the cosplay world, but you will have a 
chance to make connections with businesses right then and there! Also, every panel, we will be giving away a FREE Deku Mask from My Hero 

 to show our thanks for attending! Come say hi!Academia

7:00 pm Kpop Dance Contest Length: 2 hrs

Come show off your Kpop dancing skills and win some cool prizes! Dance to a variety of Kpop and Cpop songs and maybe win a prize! Dance 
along side our host and see if you can impress them! *To request songs, message @followtheenemy on Instagram or Follow the Enemy on 
Facebook*

9:00 pm So You Wish You Had a Monster Girl Waifu - 18+ ONLY Length: 1 hr 

A real life look at monster girls and how hard it really would be to have one in your life. Does the girl of your wildest fantasies live up to the 
hype? Would you want her to be around you all the time? Will you give up some things or gain some new experiences? Find out and more at 
this panel. We love them, but can we live with them? 18+ ONLY

10:00 pm Evolution of Cosplay and Conventions Length: 2 hrs

Back for another year! The discussion continues! Con-going and cosplaying has become easily mainstream these days, but ever wonder what 
it was like before? (You know, those dark ages of early internet times.) Veteran cosplayers and convention goers (for nearly two decades!) 
Lolita Minako and Sionna Rei are here to help you remedy that curiosity! Join them for a discussion on how cosplay and convention attending 
has changed and grown over the many many years of their attendance and cosplay life. The first 8 attending will receive "Been There Done 
That" badge ribbons at the end of the panel!

SATURDAY - AUGUST 07, 2021

12:00 am Titans Against Humanity! (CAH meets AOT) Length: 2 hrs

Are you a terrible person? Are you a titan? Do you make terrible jokes? Do you eat people for fun? If you answered yes to any of these 
questions, join whatever scouts haven't died yet to play Cards Against Humanity!



12:00 pm How to Become A Professional Cosplayer Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  StarrCosplay
Cosplaying is a fantastic way to express yourself and meet new people who have simlar interests. Just as any other form of fashion design, it's 
possible to do it full-time as a professional. But how does someone attain that? Without any insight, it might seem very intimidating, but it's very 
possible! If you have any interest in being a professional cosplayer, come stop by this panel! A cosplay business owner (Tinker's Caravan) will 
be presenting along with many sponsered cosplayers (@StarrCosplay)! Not only will you gain insight into the cosplay world, but you will have a 
chance to make connections with businesses right then and there! Also, every panel, we will be giving away a FREE Deku Mask from My Hero 

 to show our thanks for attending! Come say hi!Academia

1:00 pm Kahoots with Disney! Length: 1 hr 

Think you are "Brave" enough to "Go the Distance" and rise "Up" to the challenge of Disney Movie Trivia? Come test your knowledge of 
Disney movies both old and new while you "Seize The Day" with some of your Disney favorites and search for "Treasure Planet". Will you 
"Stand Out" and be one of "The Incredibles"? Or will you continue to wonder “When Will My Life Begin”? This panel will contain Disney music, 
Trivia, and some childhood favorites.

2:00 pm Whose Line Is It Anyway? Length: 2 hrs

Come join Improv Games from Whose Line Is It Anyway are performed by you. We'll be featuring games like Unlikely Superheroes, Scenes 
from a hat, Party Quirks, and more so audience participation is a must. Come join us for all the laughs and fun!

4:00 pm How to Use Your Favorite Fandom to Create Positive Affirmations Length: 1 hr 

Did you know just how much we can learn our favorite fandoms and hobbies? And that they can help us develop positive self-identity? The 
Diversely Geek team has developed an awesome workbook series to show you how to apply those lessons in your daily life. This is an 
interactive workshop showing fans how to use the positive messages we've learned from our favorite fandoms to create supportive affirmations 
and self care plans.

5:00 pm Real Life Social Difficulties Reflected in Anime Length: 1 hr 

An intriguing look at how Anime deals with social difficulties and explores if Anime can help in real life.

Brought to by Social Debugging:
https://www.facebook.com/SocialDebugging/

6:00 pm Pokemon professor challenge (Kahoot edition) Length: 1 hr 

Are you a pokemon master? Then how about some trivia. Using Kahoot, we'll test your knowledge of pokemon, from pokedex facts to the 
pokemon themselves. Will you be the best like no one ever was?

7:00 pm Dance Workshop: Kpop Edition Length: 1 hr 

Like dancing? Like kpop? Come learn choreography to a Kpop song! All levels welcome!

8:00 pm Improvaganza Length: 1 hr 

From the panelists who bring you Whose Line is it anyway comes a new improv comedy show with a twist. It's an all new show with more 
challenging new games like Question This, Forward Reverse, Interrogation, and more. These new games will test your improv skills. Are you 
up for the challenge?

9:00 pm Real Life Social Difficulties Reflected in Anime After Dark - 18+ ONLY Length: 1 hr 

An intriguing look at how Anime deals with social difficulties and explores if Anime can help in real life. This is our over 18+ ONLY variant of 
our main panel. We will be discussing more adult topics when it comes to social difficulties.

10:00 pm Jackbox games Length: 2 hrs

Enjoy the games from the Jackbox library? Come join the Darkone as we provide you various games like Quiplash, Fibbage, Push the Button, 
and more. So much fun and hilarity will ensue here. Come play with us.

SUNDAY - AUGUST 08, 2021

12:00 am Grand Prix Afterparty: A Yuri on Ice Meetup Length: 2 hrs

Welcome to the Grand Prix Afterparty! Come hang out with your favourite Yuri on Ice characters, play party games, and get some cool 
pictures! They don't bite! (Okay maybe Yuri does)

https://www.facebook.com/SocialDebugging/


10:00 am My Hero Academia Q&A/Trivia Panel - Heroes and Villain's Interview Length: 1 hr 

Calling all My Hero Academia fans! A casual My Hero Q&A panel where you can ask in character questions and out of character questions. 
Then we'll try to throw in some Truth Or Dare and then finish off with some trivia where you can win some My Hero Academia stickers!!

WE WILL TRY TO KEEP THIS SPOILER FREE for the more recent seasons.

I will be chosing up to  before we start to join me for the panel, 5 My Hero Cosplayers from the audience first come first serve.

11:00 am Ultimate Werewolf Length: 2 hrs

Welcome to the world of Ultimate Werewolf. You're in a village with unsuspecting werewolves. Are you one of them or a human? Find out in 
this crazy card game of survival. Join us for all the fun and fake murder.

1:00 pm Dance Workshop: Cpop Edition Length: 1 hr 

Like to dance? Like kpop and cpop? Well come learn a cpop dance with us! All levels welcome!

2:00 pm How to Become A Professional Cosplayer Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  StarrCosplay
Cosplaying is a fantastic way to express yourself and meet new people who have simlar interests. Just as any other form of fashion design, it's 
possible to do it full-time as a professional. But how does someone attain that? Without any insight, it might seem very intimidating, but it's very 
possible! If you have any interest in being a professional cosplayer, come stop by this panel! A cosplay business owner (Tinker's Caravan) will 
be presenting along with many sponsered cosplayers (@StarrCosplay)! Not only will you gain insight into the cosplay world, but you will have a 
chance to make connections with businesses right then and there! Also, every panel, we will be giving away a FREE Deku Mask from My Hero 

 to show our thanks for attending! Come say hi!Academia

3:00 pm Kpop/Cpop Dance Party! Length: 2 hrs

Join us for two hours packed full of some of your favourite kpop and cpop songs! Come hang out with other kpop fans, dance along with us, 
and maybe talk about your bias(es)! *To request songs, message @followtheenemy on Instagram or Follow the Enemy on Facebook*



THE COSMOP JUSTY VIDEO SCREENING ROOM

FRIDAY - AUGUST 06, 2021

10:00 am Friday Video Schedule Length: 14 hrs

Please Note: Parental Guidance Always Suggested! DAICON IV OPENING ANIMATION
Kimagure Orange Road - 01
Kimagure Orange Road - 02
Appleseed OVA
BlackMagicM-66
Crusher Joe - The Movie
Dirty Pair TV - 01
Dirty Pair TV - 02
Riding Bean
SF Shinseiki Lensman movie (1984)
AMV BLOCK
Interstella 5555
That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime - 01
That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime - 02
The Five Star Stories
Arion - Rated R
Lily C.A.T. - Rated R

SATURDAY - AUGUST 07, 2021

12:00 am Friday Video Schedule Length: 2 hrs

Please Note: Parental Guidance Always Suggested! DAICON IV OPENING ANIMATION
Kimagure Orange Road - 01
Kimagure Orange Road - 02
Appleseed OVA
BlackMagicM-66
Crusher Joe - The Movie
Dirty Pair TV - 01
Dirty Pair TV - 02
Riding Bean
SF Shinseiki Lensman movie (1984)
AMV BLOCK
Interstella 5555
That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime - 01
That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime - 02
The Five Star Stories
Arion - Rated R
Lily C.A.T. - Rated R

9:00 am Masquerade Costume Contest Pre-Judging Length: 5 hrs

Guests:  Moira Yume, Taylor Lost One
What's Needed at Pre-Judging:

Reference materials  are to participate for awards.REQUIRED
Reference materials can be presented in any media that can be easily viewed by the judges. Color photos are encouraged. In-progress 
photos detailing the costume/prop/elaborate wig construction are  to be judged for craftsmanship awards and Best in Show.REQUIRED
At least one photo must show the person entering is making/working on the costume/prop/etc.

. Any Any eligible costume that wishes to compete for craftsmanship awards must participate in a preliminary costume judging
costume not taking part in preliminary judging will not qualify for Best in Show or any craftsmanship awards. No make-up times will be 
allowed.

Models are allowed, but the costume/prop fabricator must be present for the costume to qualify for awards.

PREVIOUSLY CREATED COSTUMES (IMPORTANT):

Costumes that have previously won any award above a judge's award or honorable mention are not allowed to enter.
Cosplayers that have received a Best in Show award at a previous event will automatically be placed in Masters Division.

For more information, please see the .Masquerade Costume Contest Rules Page

2:00 pm Saturday Video Schedule Part 1 Length: 1 hr 

http://www.omniexpo.com/index.cfm?1E2C2136086552742D165F7C50767A6801432D4C75150F7F5E6D1903546A27065012210F5103611271&ID=339


Please Note: Parental Guidance Always Suggested! DAICON IV OPENING ANIMATION
Uma Musume - Pretty Derby - 01
Uma Musume - Pretty Derby - 02

3:00 pm Mark "CosmoP Justy" Memorial Length: 1 hr 

Join us as we remember our friend, staff member, and anime historian Mark "CosmoP Justy" Dmuchowski with a tribute of his favorite videos. 
Mark passed away Oct 13, 2019 and the anime community won't be the same without him.

4:00 pm Saturday Video Schedule Part 2 Length: 8 hrs

Please Note: Parental Guidance Always Suggested! COSMO POLICE JUSTY
Dirty Pair the Movie
Project A-ko
Getter Robo Arc - 01
Getter Robo Arc - 02
Maoujou de Oyasumi - 01 [1080p].mkv
Maoujou de Oyasumi - 02 [1080p].mkv
Akudama Drive - 01
Akudama Drive - 02
AMV BLOCK
Rock & Rule
Vampire Hunter D (1985) - Rated R

SUNDAY - AUGUST 08, 2021

12:00 am Saturday Video Schedule Part 2 Length: 2 hrs

Please Note: Parental Guidance Always Suggested! COSMO POLICE JUSTY
Dirty Pair the Movie
Project A-ko
Getter Robo Arc - 01
Getter Robo Arc - 02
Maoujou de Oyasumi - 01 [1080p].mkv
Maoujou de Oyasumi - 02 [1080p].mkv
Akudama Drive - 01
Akudama Drive - 02
AMV BLOCK
Rock & Rule
Vampire Hunter D (1985) - Rated R

9:00 am Sunday Video Schedule Part 1 Length: 4 hrs

Please Note: Parental Guidance Always Suggested! DAICON IV OPENING ANIMATION
Kamen Rider Saber - 01
Kamen Rider Saber - 02
Sentai Zenkaiger - 01
Sentai Zenkaiger - 02
Gatchaman - 01
Gatchaman - 02
Giant Gorg - 01
Giant Gorg - 02
Majo No Tabitabi - 01
Majo No Tabitabi - 02

1:00 pm FANTASM ORLANDO: Florida's Newest Horror Convention Returns! Length: 1 hr 

Join in on the discussion about Florida's newest major horror convention that is coming back for it's second year!
We will be going over the shows inception, goals for it's future, the guest list, live show and events, interactive opportunities and more!

2:00 pm Sunday Video Schedule Part 2 Length: 3 hrs

RobotCarnival
Lupin III - The Castle of Cagliostro





Exhibit Hall:  Merchant List



Exhibit Hall Total Merchants: 52

A. C. White A6 AJC Oeuvre V8 AJC Oeuvre V8

BeauxBeau A14 CRH Productions G6 Calcifer Curse A11

ChzyShenanigans A10 Con Crew Studio V3 Con Crew Studio V3

Conpacks Studios V5 Crafty Weavers H7 Delaney Rose Art A4

Devotee Couture A0b ErrorEcho A23 Escape Room Express V13, V14

Fantasy Chibi A0a Fiveboos A15 Floating Stars Studio V12

GAMERS GUILD INC V10, V9 Hand Maid Cafe au Lait H6 Heart's Song Creations H1

Hoo? Its Claire A17 Ichigo Art H2 Jolteon Juniors V7

Jon Allen G4 Kabirkill LLC DBA Geeks United V1 KaiAsch & SageofMagic A1

Kaze Illustrations A5 Kizmet Creative V2 Kizmet Creative V2

Leggydeco A2 MagiaPony H3 Megan Kotke Art A3

Meowitsmari A12 Mochaberrie A13 Moira Yume G2

Monochrome Star A16 Nikkori A18 Paul St. Peter G5

Pure Alchemy Soaps A7 Scarlett’s Witch A20 SpaceCadetDesign A21

SpringsInk V6 StarrCosplay G3 Taylor Lost One G1

Theoretical Rejects A8 Tinker's Caravan V4 Tinker's Caravan V4

Uniglitter LLC V11 Uniglitter LLC V11 Vikings of Eclipse trading company A9

Vikings of Eclipse trading 

company
A9



Full Merchant List

A. C. White

Booths:A6

Website: http://www.acwhiteart.com

Description: Independent artist creating digital and traditional works of fandom and fantasy.

AJC Oeuvre

Booths:V8

Website: http://www.ajc82oeuvre.com

Description: Canvases with handmade paintings consisting of cartoon, comic, anime, science fiction, nature, abstract, Impressionism, and 

more with media of pencils, pens, markers, watercolor, acrylic, and oil paints.

BeauxBeau

Booths:A14

Website: http://beauxbeau.com

Description: keychains, charms, pins, art prints

Calcifer Curse

Booths:A11

Website: http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/CalciferCurse

Description: Illustrations; prints and stickers Resin pieces; trays and keychains Screen printed shirts of original artwork

ChzyShenanigans

Booths:A10

Website: http://https://www.cheesyshenanigans.shop/

Description: prints, bookmarks, buttons, keychains

Con Crew Studio

Booths:V3

Website: http://www.concrewstudio.com

Description: Con Crew Studio is a collection of female artists located in the South East of the United States. We focus on creating both 

original art and fan art inspired by anime, video games, and pop culture.

Conpacks Studios

Booths:V5

Website: http://www.deviantart.com/ruby--art

Description: We specialize in metal and paper prints inspired by the worlds of anime, gaming and pop culture.

Crafty Weavers

Booths:H7

http://www.acwhiteart.com
http://www.ajc82oeuvre.com
http://beauxbeau.com
http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/CalciferCurse
http://https://www.cheesyshenanigans.shop/
http://www.concrewstudio.com
http://www.deviantart.com/ruby--art


Website: http://Www.craftyweavers.com

Description: Embroidered Anime pictures, pillows and purses as well as other themed material purses. Handmade ornaments and earrings.

Delaney Rose Art

Booths:A4

Website: http://www.delaneyroseart.com

Description: Enamel pins and accessories inspired by anime, video games, and otaku culture.

Devotee Couture

Booths:A0b

Website: http://devoteecouture.com

Description: Love a fandom and want to show it off with unique prints, buttons, stickers and MORE? Whether its anime, cartoons, video 

games or any popular media, we have the right Devotee Couture for you! The products we will have for sale at conventions 

are prints, buttons, stickers and keychains. All of the art we sell and promote are made by our two featured artists, Aurora 

Weed (myself) and Jack Orces. Both of us will be at the booth to take commission and sales. The collections we plan on 

bringing to the convention includes a very wide variety of anime, cartoons, and popular media (from the 80s to modern day). 

We will also have original pieces from both of our featured artists.

Escape Room Express

Booths:V13,  V14

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/EscapeRoomExpress/

Description: Pop-up escape room experiences that are family friendly. They provide a wide range of entertainment and puzzles that 

newcomers and experience escape room solvers can enjoy.

Fantasy Chibi

Booths:A0a

Website: http://https://www.fantasychibipins.com/

Description: Pins keychains and prints

Fiveboos

Booths:A15

Website: http://fiveboos.bigcartel.com

Description: Acrylic charms, Enamel Pins and Buttons

Floating Stars Studio

Booths:V12

Website: http://https://floatingstarsstudio.com/

Description: Home sewn items from clutches to plushies, original creations inspired by some of your favorite fandoms. Perfect items for 

home decor and everyday use.

GAMERS GUILD INC

Booths:V10,  V9

http://Www.craftyweavers.com
http://www.delaneyroseart.com
http://devoteecouture.com
http://https://www.facebook.com/EscapeRoomExpress/
http://https://www.fantasychibipins.com/
http://fiveboos.bigcartel.com
http://https://floatingstarsstudio.com/


Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/GamersGuild54/

Description: Video Games, TCG, Table top games, Board Games, Figurines,

Hand Maid Cafe au Lait

Booths:H6

Website: http://cafeaulaitbmc.wixsite.com/cafe

Description: Hand maid goods

Heart's Song Creations

Booths:H1

Website: http://etsy.com/shop/Fauxydoodles

Description: Fandom accessories, keychains, stickers and more! Commissions will be available at the convention both digital and 

traditional.

Hoo? Its Claire

Booths:A17

Website: http://etsy.com/shop/hooitsclaire

Description: Prints, Stickers, Charms, Lanyards, and Buttons

Ichigo Art

Booths:H2

Website: http://www.instagram.com/ichigoart

Description: Prints, charms, buttons, stickers, grab bags

Jolteon Juniors

Booths:V7

Website: http://Www.jolteonjuniors.com

Description: We are an all things Pokémon shoppe, from toys and candy, to cards and plushies, gifts, one of a kind experiences, and 

artwork by some great artists buy, sell, and trade.

Kabirkill LLC DBA Geeks United

Booths:V1

Website: http://www.geeksunited.net

Description: We sell t-shirts, hoodies, and prints featuring fan made and original art.

KaiAsch & SageofMagic

Booths:A1

Description: Two Florida Artists creating prints, buttons, stickers, and other original, fandom art and merch. http://kai-arts.tumblr.com & 

http://sageofmagic.tumblr.com/

Kaze Illustrations

Booths:A5

http://https://www.facebook.com/GamersGuild54/
http://cafeaulaitbmc.wixsite.com/cafe
http://etsy.com/shop/Fauxydoodles
http://etsy.com/shop/hooitsclaire
http://www.instagram.com/ichigoart
http://Www.jolteonjuniors.com
http://www.geeksunited.net


Website: http://kazeillustrations.com

Description: Anime stickers, charms, and prints!

Kizmet Creative

Booths:V2

Description: Fandom inspired custom shirts, tumblers and doormats.

Leggydeco

Booths:A2

Website: http://https://peaceloveandlotsap.wixsite.com/leggydeco

Description: At Leggydeco, we sell fun and unique designs for anime/fandom merch inthe form of enamel pins, acrylic charms, acrylic 

stands, plushies, bags, prints and more! We pride ourselves in bringing cuteness and vibrancy into even the heaviest of 

shows and comics!

MagiaPony

Booths:H3

Website: http://https://twitter.com/MagiaPony

Description: MagiaPony is a seller of all pop culture, Anime to video games. You can find wares related to Tekken, Horror Movies, Lisa 

Frank and Final Fantasy in a one stop shop of stickers, prints and on-site commissions! Magia also sells meme merchandise 

drawn by herself!

Megan Kotke Art

Booths:A3

Website: http://https://megan-kotke-art.square.site/

Description: I sell prints of both original and fandom-inspired artwork. My prints come in poster sizes and postcard sizes. I have handmade 

buttons that are sold individually and in packs of three.

Meowitsmari

Booths:A12

Website: http://Etsy.com/shop/meowitsmari

Description: I sell handmade original art and fan art, resin accessories, polymer clay jewelry, stickers, charms, prints, and keychains.

Mochaberrie

Booths:A13

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/Mochaberrie-1434256373299753/

Description: Welcome to Mochaberrie! This is a little shop where you can find "geeky" cute merchandise personally made by myself, the 

owner. I'll be selling necklaces, earrings, prints, keychains, bracelets, pins, and more!

Monochrome Star

Booths:A16

Website: http://monochromestar.com/

Description: Monochrome Star is my corner of the universe, dedicated to comics with dark, dreamy, and magical themes. I sell original 

http://kazeillustrations.com
http://https://peaceloveandlotsap.wixsite.com/leggydeco
http://https://twitter.com/MagiaPony
http://https://megan-kotke-art.square.site/
http://Etsy.com/shop/meowitsmari
http://https://www.facebook.com/Mochaberrie-1434256373299753/
http://monochromestar.com/


stories and illustrations. Come visit me and bring some magic into your world.

Nikkori

Booths:A18

Website: http://https://neveruninjured.wixsite.com/nikkori

Description: Nikkori is a jewelry company run by one hard-working woman who is passionate about all things kawaii. Nikkori sells primarily 

bracelets, ranging in prices from $1 to $6. The highlight of Nikkori is its custom bracelets. The custom bracelets come with up 

to three different bead colors, and any phrase in letter beads. Nikkori also sells charms, decorative jewelry boxes, homemade 

beads, and mystery boxes. Nikkori's aesthetic is bright colors and lovely transparent bowls.

Pure Alchemy Soaps

Booths:A7

Website: http://purealchemysoaps.etsy.com

Description: I create handmade soaps with RPG themed scents. Attendees can 'Create a Character' by choosing soaps that are inspired 

by Dungeons & Dragons and other fantasy role playing games. They pick a race, a class, and an alignment. Then each set is 

personalized with the character’s name written in calligraphy. I also make molded d20 soaps, liquid soaps/shower gels, and 

hand sanitizers packaged in apothecary potion bottles inspired by health, mana, and other potions typically available in role 

playing games.

Scarlett’s Witch

Booths:A20

Website: http://Scarlettswitch.com

Description: Orlando artist that explores all types of art making and storytelling with a bit of a witchy twist.

SpaceCadetDesign

Booths:A21

Website: http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/SpaceCadetDesignCo

Description: vinyl decals that can be used on cars, water bottles, laptops, etc. Handmade resin jewelry

SpringsInk

Booths:V6

Website: http:// www.springsink.com

Description: We make custom t-shirts and hoodies. We also sell accessory, such as Ita bags and cute handbags.

Tinker's Caravan

Booths:V4

Website: http://tinkerscaravan.com

Description: Tinker's Caravan sells art supporting nerd culture such as canvases painted of DC, Marvel, and anime shows of all variety.

Uniglitter LLC

Booths:V11

Website: http://Uniglitter.com

http://https://neveruninjured.wixsite.com/nikkori
http://purealchemysoaps.etsy.com
http://Scarlettswitch.com
http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/SpaceCadetDesignCo
http:// www.springsink.com
http://tinkerscaravan.com
http://Uniglitter.com


Description: Our handmade cosmetic glitter gels are vegan and cruelty free! We sell 19g, 35g, and 55g single jars of all 59 glitter colors 

plus 6-color stacked jars for a convenient way to take your glitters on the go!

Vikings of Eclipse trading company

Booths:A9

Description: We are a company that sells all hand crafted products including, leather work, resin art, all organic hypoallergenic soaps, 

wood burns, jewelry, fans, and more. We travel the country working Conventions and renaissance festivals.

Hours of Operation

Hours of Operation

Friday 9am - Saturday 2am
Saturday 9am - Sunday 2am

Sunday 9am - Sunday 6pm

Registration Hours

Thursday 7pm - Thursday 9pm
(pre-registration tickets only)

Friday 9am - Friday 7pm
Saturday 9am - Saturday 7pm

Sunday 9am - Sunday 3pm

Exhibit Hall Hours

VIP Passholders Only: Friday 1p - Friday 1:30pm
General Admission: Friday 1:30pm - Friday 8pm

VIP Passholders Only: Saturday 10am - Saturday
10:

30am

General Admission: Saturday
10:

30am
- Saturday 7pm

VIP Passholders Only: Sunday 10am - Sunday
10:

30am

General Admission: Sunday
10:

30am
- Sunday 5pm

Studio OMNI Hours

General Admission: Friday 9am - Saturday 2am
General Admission: Saturday 9am - Sunday 2am
General Admission: Sunday 9am - Sunday 5pm

General Information

What is Omni Fandom Expo?

Omni Fandom Expo (formerly OMNI EXPO) is a founded-by-fans multi-genre convention event which takes place 
over one weekend a year. We cater to all fandoms, from Scifi/Fantasy, Gaming (including Tabletop!), Comics, Anime, 
and Pop Culture! We're your Spring Destination for geekdom and nerdkind alike!

Our staff are all fans from across the genre spectrum, and we're also all veterans in the convention industry. With over 
100 years combined experience behind-the-scenes in both running our own events as well as assisting in other events, 
we've got a passion for making sure everyone has a fun and memorable weekend.

How long is Omni Fandom Expo? Is it a 24-hour convention?

Omni Fandom Expo is a three (3) day convention taking place August 6-8, 2021. Convention space opens 
approximately at 9:00am and closes at 2:00am.

Where is Omni Fandom Expo located?

Wyndham Orlando Resort & Conference Center Celebration Area
3011 Maingate Lane, Kissimmee, Florida 34747



Stay Close to It All in Kissimmee

Family-friendly hotel, minutes from Disney World and Universal Studios

Experience all Kissimmee and Orlando have to offer at our Days Hotel by Wyndham Celebration, off I-4 and US-27, and 24 miles from 
Orlando International Airport (MCO). We offer thoughtful amenities, ample event space, and a free shuttle to nearby Walt Disney World® 
Resort theme parks like Animal Kingdom®, Epcot®, and Magic Kingdom®, as well as Universal Studios Florida™ and SeaWorld® Orlando. 
Zip into downtown Orlando to catch a concert or sports game at the Amway Center or relax back at the hotel, featuring a restaurant, pool, 
and views of evening fireworks.

Comfort & Convenience

Make the most of a fitness center and pool

Plan your day using free WiFi. Stay connected to the office in our business center, work out at the gym or practice your serve on the tennis 
court, and relax in the heated outdoor pool and hot tub. We also offer free parking, laundry facilities, a game room, and five-minute shuttle 
to the theme parks. Kick back in a non-smoking guest room, featuring a flat-screen HDTV with cable, mini-refrigerator, coffee maker, desk, 
safe, ironing amenities, and hair dryer. 

Spend the Day Your Way

Hit the water parks, go shopping, or board a space shuttle

Cool off at Disney water parks like Typhoon Lagoon and Blizzard Beach, play 18 holes on beautiful greens like Disney’s Magnolia Golf 
Course, or explore Orlando’s prime shopping centers such as the Mall at Millenia, the Florida Mall®, and Orlando Vineland Premium 
Outlets®.  You can also swim with dolphins at Discovery Cove, see ancient reptile and mammal fossils at Orlando Science Center, or 
attend an event at the ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex. If you don’t mind the 63-mile drive, the Kennedy Space Center makes for a 
fascinating day trip.

Savannah Bar & Grill

Grab lunch and dinner at our inviting on-site restaurant, serving salad, wings, burgers, steaks, and other American favorites.
 12-10 p.m.Daily Hours:

 

AMENITIES

24-Hour Reception Desk
ATM
BBQ Grills
Banquet Facilities
Bar
Bus/Truck Parking
Business Center
Car Rental Desk
Concierge
Daily Housekeeping
Early Check-in Available
Elevators
Event Planning Services
Express Check-out
Fitness Center
Free Breakfast
Free Parking
Free Shuttle to Local Attractions
Free WiFi
Game Room
Gift Shop
Hot Breakfast Available
Hot Tub Onsite
Late Check-out Available
Laundry Facilities
Laundry Services
Luggage Hold
Meeting Room
Multilingual Staff
Near Public Transportation
Non-Smoking Hotel
Pool - Outdoor
RV Parking
Tennis Courts - Outdoor
Tour/Ticket Assistance
Wedding Services
Weddings & Events



Hotel Policies

CHECK IN - 3:00 p.m.

CHECK OUT - 11:00 a.m.

CHILDREN STAY FREE POLICY - Children 17 and under stay free.

PET POLICY - ADA defined service animals are welcome at this hotel. Sorry no other pets are allowed.

SMOKING POLICY - This is a non-smoking hotel.

How can I get a room at the official hotel? What are the rates?

Please see the Hotel page for information and rates.

What is there available to do at Omni Fandom Expo?

Explore the  and , meet & greet with special guests, plenty of photo opportunities throughout Exhibit Hall Studio OMNI
the hotel and convention center, game with friends on your favorite consoles, view the latest and greatest of animation 
and sci-fi from around the world, dance the night away Friday and Saturday evenings, see some amazing costumes, 
with the possibilities of much much more!

As always, check the  for all the latest information!Online Schedule

How can I know where everything is? Is there a map of the convention?

All information will be posted on the site as it becomes available. Also, maps will be available at the event location.

Is there a limit to the number of people who can attend?

There is no limit on attending the convention itself and tickets are available at the door; however, specific events may 
have an attendance cap due to room capacities and fire marshall code.

What is a convention?

A convention is literally defined as a formal meeting of members, representatives, or delegates as part of a political 
party, fraternal society, profession, or industry. Today a convention tends to refer to an event which is based around a 
theme (ex: sci-fi, horror, bridal), practice (ex: lawyers, doctors, construction), or commonly appreciated medium (ex: 
movies, television shows, anime, video games), and in some cases an event can include more than one basis tied 
together (such as both a theme and medium - "Doctor Who", for example, is both sci-fi/fantasy and a television show). 
Conventions are also known as gatherings, assemblies, expos, conferences, meetings, and councils.

This is going to be my first convention, are there any tips you can give me?

Prepare to have lots of fun, meet new people, and create memorable new experiences! Also, keep an eye on the 
events and panels schedule, as sometimes volunteers put on "First Time at a Con" type panels with lots of tips and 
information!

I hear about people going that are cosplaying? What is that?

"Cosplay" comes from the combination of two individual terms: "costume" and "roleplay". The term was originally 
coined in Japan before taking hold over here and replacing "costuming". The key difference between "costuming" and 
"cosplaying" seems to be rooted in whether or not the person takes on the personality and traits of the character they 
are dressed as (hence the "role-playing" part of the word). Nowadays the two words are used interchangeably, and 
there seems little difference between "costumers" and "cosplayers". If you plan to wear a costume, be prepared to get 
photos taken, meet new people, and have lots of fun!

Is there going to be a costume competition?

Yes! The  is where you'll find cosplayers competing for the title of Best in Show! Masquerade Costume Contest
Please check out the contest page for more information!

Are there going to be Special Guests or Guests of Honor at Omni Fandom Expo?

Yes. All Guests are announced online on our website, but you can also find all the latest news on our Facebook and 
Twitter!

How can I get my favorite guest to come to Omni Fandom Expo?

Special Guests are chosen based on a variety of factors, such as: which sponsors are bringing them, availability, 
reputation, and popularity. As much as we'd love to get everyone's favorite Special Guest to join us, we have to work 
around their busy schedules. If a Guest is unable to come one year, that isn't to mean that we, or a sponsor, might not 



be able to have them come out the next year! Everyone has different requirements, and we will do our best to get 
someone to attend. Feel free to give us recommendations and we'll add them to the list to contact! Who knows, the 
next Guest we announce could be the one you asked for! Please keep in mind, though, that some Guests are 
extremely difficult, or even next to impossible with factors that are out of our hands, to bring out to our event.

What's the autograph policy for Special Guests?

This might vary depending on the Guest themselves. Some Guests might require payment for an autograph, while 
others do not. We do ask that all attendees please be courteous of others and request only one item to be autographed 
per attendee during autograph signing sessions.

Where can I get something to eat?

Didn't find something you like from one of our vendors in the ? That's okay, we've got you covered!Exhibit Hall

Located on site at the  :Days Hotel by Wyndham Celebration

Savannah Bar and Grill
Grab lunch and dinner at our inviting on-site restaurant, serving salad, wings, burgers, steaks, and other American favorites.

 12-10 p.m.Daily Hours:

Is there a prop & weapons policy?

But of course there is! The short version includes no live steel, no sharp blades, no real guns, no tipped arrows, and 
that all props and weapons must be checked in and okayed by Staff at the  by .Weapons Check Registration

For more information, make sure you read the . Prop / Weapon Policies FAQ

Are there are specific costuming rules?

Unfortunately, we do have to place a small restriction on costuming. These restrictions are as follows: nothing vulgar, 
indecent, or designed specifically to encourage hate or fearmongering; no skates/rollerblades, skateboards, bicycles. 
Be careful of large and oversized costumes and costume parts, such as wings and stilt-walkers. If you plan to have an 
oversized costume, please make sure you have a handler with you that can watch your back and help you out.

Anything else I should be careful of having with me?

No signs or paddles. And be careful with leashes and collars. While you can wear a collar that has a leash attached, 
anyone caught allowing another person to hold the leash will be asked to remove it for safety reasons.

Are there any rules for photography/videography?

Yes and no. All attendees, by purchase of a convention ticket, have agreed to have their photo taken and/or likeness 
used in future promotional videos and graphics and/or images by  when taken by  Omni Fandom Expo Omni Fandom 

 Staff. Any photography by attendees is at the right and consent of the individual attendee, Artist, ExhibitorExpo
/Vendor, and Special Guest. Photography and videography may be denied in an individual room, event, or panel at the 
discretion of the organizers or  Staff. Be aware that some Exhibitors may not allow photography at Omni Fandom Expo
their booths inside the . If someone has asked you to not take their photo and/or cease a current Exhibit Hall
photoshoot, you are expected to stop immediately. Complaints of harassment will be taken seriously by Omni Fandom 

Staff and may result in removal from the convention.Expo 

Is smoking allowed inside?

Omni Fandom Expo is a smoke-free event, within a smoke-free facility, as required by Florida State Law via the 
 (ss 386.201-386.2125). As the   strictly follows this law and does not permit Florida Clean Indoor Air Act Official Hotel

cigarettes or tobacco products inside the facility,  can not allow them either. We ask all of our Omni Fandom Expo
attendees to please remember that we are a family-oriented event, and want to make sure to not only appeal to but 
also respect all of our attendees, and know that there are no designated smoking areas inside the . If you Official Hotel
are really feeling the need for a smoke, feel free to step outside and find the nearest designated smoking area. 
Attendees caught smoking inside are in violation of this policy and may be ejected from the . NOTE: The Official Hotel

 will place a fine of on any guest room requiring cleaning from smoking.Official Hotel

Regarding E-Cigarettes: Due to the potential for allergic reations,   regards that this policy also applies to electronic Omni Fandom Expo
cigarettes or any alternative smoking product – they are not permitted and are considered the same as cigarettes.

How much is parking at the hotel?

Parking is free!



Information for Cosplayers and Photographers

I'm a photographer who wants to take pictures of cosplayers. How can I make them feel safe while doing so?

As a photographer, even just a fan taking pictures, you have a certain responsibility toward the people you take 
pictures of. At a convention, cosplayers are usually quite happy to let people take photos of them as long as they feel 
safe and that the photos will be in good taste. No cosplayer wants to feel unsafe or be put in awkward situations. As a 
photographer, you want to take pictures, have a good reputation, and not make anyone feel uneasy. Again, even as 
just a fan taking photos, these responsibilites remain the same.

What are some ways I can be a good photographer at a convention:

This should go without saying; however, wear nice clothes and have good hygene. Your appearance matters a lot.
Always ask first before you take a picture. It's polite and shows you respect the cosplayer.
While talking to them, make sure you make eye contact, smile, and speak clearly so they can hear you.
Do not stop a cosplayer for too long. They probably have somewhere to be. Take one or two photos.
If you like, you may ask the cosplayer to pose a certain way. Usually it is a pose relating to the character they are. They probably 
will do so on their own; however, make sure you don't ask for any pose that is unflattering or uncomfortable for them.
You may hand a cosplayer your card if you have one, but be mindful of their costume and if they have any place to put it.
If you are doing a full photoshoot, ask the cosplayer if there are any specific rules you need to follow.
If a cosplayer says no to a photo, respect their choice.
If a cosplayer says they have to leave, let them go wihtout a fuss.
Make sure you thank the cosplayer for giving their time to you.

Are there things I shouldn't do?

Do not mumble or talk so softly a cosplayer cannot hear you.
Do not stare at parts of a cosplayer's body. Yes, they may look good in their costume but it is rude to ogle someone.
Do not make rude statements to them about their appearance or to your firends. You (and your friends) may appreciate what you 
are saying, but they may not.
Do not follow a cosplayer around during the day or stalk them. You may think you are innocently following them, but it is not proper 
behavior.
Do not touch a cosplayer without permisson.
Do not take close up pictures of a cosplayer without permission.
Do not demand pictures.
Do not ask for a cosplayer to go anywhere private with you.

How can I avoid "creepy" photographer syndrome?

Ok. This is a tough topic. Some photographers have a reptuation for being "creepy". Whether it may be true or not is not the focus of this. 
It's how to avoid making anyone feel you are "creepy".

Here are some things to avoid that MAY contribute to "creepy" photographer syndrome:

Mumbling and looking down at your feet.
Being absolutely silent and just staring.
Staring at body parts.
Literally, hanging your tongue out.
Saying inappropriate things to a cosplayer.
Trying to get close up shots of body parts without permission.
Trying to get "upshots" of cosplayers.
Trying to touch a cosplayer without permission.
Following cosplayers around wihout permission.
Inserting yourself into a cosplayer's day at a convention without permission.
Being continually annoying on purpose or accident. (this is subjective)
Being incredibly loud.
Do not take pictures of a cosplayer who is eating unless they know you are doing it and are ok with it.
Taking pictures of a cosplayer from across a room. (unless they are doing something like performing on a stage)
Asking a cosplayer if they do lingerie photo shoots after taking a picture.
Asking a cosplayer you don't know to come back to a private room and take pictures for you.
NEVER ask a cosplayer to go with you somewhere unless you check their age FIRST!

Always think before you do something or ask something. If you want to be professional, make sure you act that way. Remember, just 
because you might have a nice camera doesn't mean you can do whatever you want.

I have a medical condition that makes me not be able to control myself. I still want to take pictures but I kind of act "creepy" 
because of it.
If you know you have a medical condition and you know that sometimes you may come across in a way thay may not be looked upon well, 
there are things you can then do to mitigate it.

Have someone with you when you take photos and talk for you if necessary or also if you feel you might say something that's incorrect. 
This way, you are not alone and people won't get the wrong idea. Also, if you feel it helps, write down a bullet pointed list of things you say 
to a cosplayer so you can follow it each time.



Hey, I'm just here to take pictures of hot cosplayers. What do I care? 
This attitude has caused many problems in this industry. While cosplayers may wear all different types of costumes, you should be 
respectful at all times. If you don't intend to be, you should not be taking photos of them.

How can I be Cosplay Safe at a convention?

At   , we want everyone to have a great weekend and we certainly love costumes. Many cosplayers love to have Omni Fandom Expo
photos taken of them. Some are used to cameras, others are shy, and some are very new to fandom in general. 

Here are some very good rules to follow if you are a cosplayer and having pictures taken of you.

Have a buddy or a handler:
As a precaution, it’s a very good idea to not only have a friend or handler with you that can help you with crowds, but also they can help 
you with your costume, talk to the potential photographer or fan for you, escort you places, and help manage your time. The buddy system 
definitely works.

Set boundaries and rules when taking photos: 
Some cosplayers don’t mind having an arm around them in a photo and some do. Cosplay is not consent for someone to do whatever they 
like; however, it is a very good idea to set rules when you are taking pictures.

As an example, it is absolutely fine to tell each person who wants a photo with you that there is no putting an arm around you or touching if 
that is what you decree. Doing this will let people know you have rules and what you will or will not allow. It makes for a better experience 
with someone taking a photo with you as well as they know immediately what they are allowed to do. It will also help Security in 
determining how to handle any issues or problems if they arise.

Many cosplayers do not want to come off as being rude by setting rules; however, any cosplayer that is in public and is getting attention 
NEEDS to set boundaries. We absolutely suggest that if someone wants to get a picture with you, tell them exactly what they are or are not 
allowed to do. Remember fans are new to this sometimes also. Don’t expect them to know the rules or ask you. They may have no idea 
what rules apply to each cosplayer since everyone is different; or, they may be going off of what they’ve seen with another cosplayer. Also, 
anyone attempting to do something knowingly inappropriate will have your personal rules stated to them.

Example 1: A fan wants a picture with a cosplayer. He / She says yes but tells them, "Please do not touch my costume. It's delicate."
Example 2: A fan asks if they can put their arm around a cosplayer in a photo. The cosplayer allows it but says, "Yes, but keep it 
above the waist."

Stating rules  and  sets a boundary that a fan now knows  to cross. So many times we've heard people IMMEDIATELY IRREVOCABLY NOT
say, "By telling a fan they can’t do something, I’m being rude." No, you are not. You are setting a rule that if broken should have 

 consequence.IMMEDIATE

Here is an example of Cosplay is not Consent that can benefit from setting boundaries.

A cosplay model is taking photos in a crowd and someone they know asks for a photo. They naturally put an arm around the cosplayer and 
it is fine because they know each other. After that, the next person waiting for a photo has seen an arm be put around the cosplayer and 
assumes it is fine for them as well. This goes on for several fans wanting pictures. After the fans are done, the cosplayer states they did not 
like having fans touch them to their handler. In this situation, the cosplayer should have set a boundary and stated to the next person in line 
that they were not to put their arm around them. If there is something that you, as a cosplayer, do not want to happen, state it up front. Do 
not wait and let something happen.

Here are some rules a cosplayer can set during photos which can be said very nicely and with a smile:

Please no touching the costume. It’s fragile
You may place your hand only on my shoulder.
You may place your hand on my waist.
Give me your hand and I will place it for you.
Please no ground upwards shots.
Please no close ups unless you ask first.
I need to see your photo afterwards to make sure I approve.

It’s ok to leave when you have to be somewhere:
Sometimes you need to get somewhere but a fan wants to take a ton of pictures of you. While flattering, It is absolutely fine to tell someone 
you have to be somewhere but you are available for photos later.

When to stop a photo or a fan:
Sometimes, it is absolutely that you stop a picture. You should be ready to do so if the need arises.IMPERATIVE 

Example: A cosplayer tells a fan they can put a hand on their waist during a photo. They do exactly what you say, but then move their hand 
MUCH lower and you can absolutely tell it is ! It was done with .NOT AN ACCIDENT INTENT

IMMEDIATELY STOP THE PHOTO
IMMEDIATELY MOVE AWAY FROM THEM A SAFE DISTANCE!
Do not let the photo go on or the person touch you for one second longer.
Immediately go to Security!

Make sure you handle these types of situations with a clear head and a clear knowledge if the result security or not. Keeping a REQUIRES 
clear mindset and not letting fear take over is the key to dealing with situations like the correctly.

I'm worried I will get a bad reputation if I set rules or let a fan touch me.



Honestly, most people will respect you more if you have rules and practice photography during Cosplay. Those that think you are SAFE 
elitist or snobbish because you don't let them touch you places you don't want are not worth your consideration. Your self respect will help 
inspire others to do the same.

In the end, NO ONE (Cosplayer, Professional Photographer, or Fan) should  feel taken advantage of, pressured into anything, or EVER
used in any way. If everyone practices "Cosplay", and respects everyone else, there will be nothing to report to Security. Fandom is SAFE 
supposed to be fun after all.

I have questions about reporting something to Security.

Reporting an incident to Security is sometimes necessary at a convention. Here are some observations that hopefully 
will help you if you have to deal with a problem or report something to Security.

Do not rely on the crowd to help you or report something:
If something inappropriate happens during a photo, do not rely on or naturally expect the crowd around you to report it 
to Security. They do not necessarliy know what you do and do not allow. Do not attempt to continue on with photos or 
fan interaction expecting someone in the crowd near you will be a hero and “save you” or they will jetpack off to 
Security immediately. YOUR safety is your  concern! Do not wait around. Have your handler / friend escort IMMEDIATE
you away to Security for an  report. IMMEIDATE

I’m scared to contact Security because I don’t want to cause a problem:
No cosplayer should think this way. You are not causing a problem. If there is a REAL problem, Security NEEDS to 
hear it. 

Contacting Security:
If something happens that you feel is harassing, contact Security. Do not wait or decide to do it later! We see this 
happen a lot at conventions.

Example: A cosplayer goes up to someone on Security and says, "A guy touched me inappropriately during a photo!" 
The Security member asks when did this happen? If the response is, "About two hours ago", there's not going to be 
much to do about it. 

To be safe,  report an incident to Security. If possible, have a friend try to get a picture of the person IMMEDIATELY
once you are a SAFE distance away so that you can show Security who it was. The more information you can provide, 
the better. If you cannot physically talk to Security, please have someone with you who can. If you are crying and just 
pointing in a direction, Security is less likely to understand your problem or issue. 

Cosplay is NOT Consent! We hear that a lot and it's very true and should be followed. By having set boundaries and 
having the mindset of contacting Security immediately, you can prevent many instances of this from even taking place. 
If someone knows you are looking out for yourself, they will usually be less likely to cause an issue. 

Examples of when to contact Security:

“While posing for a photo, a person touched me inappropriately after I set boundaries with them. My handler saw it.”
“A fan tried to take a hidden upshot of me.”
"A fan will not leave me alone after I told them no more photos."
"I am being stalked by a fan. I have told them to leave me alone and they keep hanging around."

Examples of things NOT to contact Security for:

“A photographer took two pictures of me when he asked. I only meant one.”
"I don't like that photographer's camera."
“People are asking me for photos.”
“I don’t like that person over there.”

Examples of when Security will have a hard time helping you:

“A fan touched me a few hours ago and I don’t know where they are or what they look like.”
“I was so shocked when a fan touched me that I just let it go. It’s been hours but now I think I want them found and thrown out.”

Know when to contact Security and when not to: 
Sometimes, there is an  reasson to contact Security and sometimes, there is a genuine accident or misunderstanding during a IMMEDIATE
convention. This is especially true if you are cosplaying in an environment that is extremely crowded.

Let's say, someone drops an item or their badge and in picking it up, they accidentally bump someone. The person that was bumped 
should assess the situation first, determine if it was a real or "fake" accident, and THEN take the appropriate action. You should NOT start 
screaming, "OMG! They touched me! Get Security! I want them thrown out NOW!" Especially if it was a genuine accident. 

Examples of when Security will have a very hard time determining what to do or won't be able to do anything:

"Someone bumped me."
"I feel unsafe but I don't have a reason."



"A person over there is creepy but hasn't done anything."
"I feel anxiety when someone wants a photo."
"My ex is here."

Security is there to keep you safe and deal with any issues that arise; however, they do not want to have to try to asses who did what in a 
very vague situation. If something happens and it is a  incident, then immediately inform Security of it with as many details as REAL
possible. It is also a good idea to have people who saw what happened be able to explain as well. 

Things not to ask Security to do / Things not to do:

Please do not contact Security if there is just a person at the convention that you don’t like. Not liking someone is not grounds for 
removing them.
Please DO NOT fake an incident. We understand that people may have issues with each other but our Staff is not there to get 
involved in your problems unless they constitute an actual breach of our rules or someone's safety.
Please do not ask Security to follow you around all day so you can feel safe. They have everyone at the convention to watch out 
for. Our Security is definitely there to make sure you have an environment that is as safe as possible, but they are not there to be 
your personal bodyguards or handlers. Please cosplay with friends and in a group if you feel a need to have people around you at 
all times.
Please do not ask Security to come into your hotel room or ride with you in your car somewhere so you will feel safe.

PLEASE NOTE: All problems of this nature should be solved AT THE CONVENTION and not on FACEBOOK or other social media!

If I report something to Security, will they call the Police?

If, while taking photos, there is something you need to report to Security, there is a chance that the police might 
potentially be called or be involved in certain situations if warranted.

If a cosplayer reports any sexual assault, then it is the convention's responsibility to ask if the police need to be called 
for charges to be pressed. You should determine if the incident is strong enough to just have Security talk to the 
person, have them removed from the convention, or have charges pressed.

Let's say that you are touched inappropriately while having a photo taken of you and you want to report it to Security. 
You should immediatly consider if you want the police to be called and charges pressed.
As it is, if the convention has to tresspass a person from the premesis, the police will be called anyway to escort the 
person out and trespass them legally. 

Example for when to ask for the police directly:
"I was absolutely touched inappropriately. I can describe where. I have witnesses. I can point out the person."
"I have a restraining order against this person."

Example for when not to have to ask for the police:
"I was bumped and touched by accident and I didn't like it."
"I don't like someone who took a picture of me after I said they could."

Please make sure that when you report an incident to Security, you are very clear in what happened and not vague in 
your report. If you are not sure if you need the police involved, we can make a suggestion for you to decide. In certain 
situations, the convention reserves the right to call the police regardless.

As a Cosplayer or Photographer, when should I charge for photos?

If you are a photographer, you should only charge for taking photos if someone is doing a scheduled photoshoot with 
you and knows they will be charged ahead of time. They should know the price and duration of the shoot beforehand 
as well as how many photos they get.  You should never ask a Cosplayer for a candid picture at a convention and then 
tell them to pay you for it.

If you are a Cosplayer, you really should not charge for photos of yourself at a convention unless you are selling them 
at a booth and you have the prices listed. You should NEVER let a fan take a picture of you while walking around a 
convention AND THEN demand money from them for the photo after they have taken it. That may be potentially viewed 
as trying to take advantage of someone and you will most likely be told to stop or potentially be asked to leave.

Prop / Weapon Policies

These policies are subject to change at any time without notice at the sole discretion of  and Omni Fandom Expo OMNI 
.PRODUCTIONS, LLC

REAL WEAPONS:

You may not carry or possess any weapon, openly or concealed, or in an inoperable or unusable condition at any time at 
or around the  location or grounds. Any weapon, including but  Days Hotel by Wyndham Celebration ("Official Hotel")



not limited to, any type of firearms, knives, swords, curio, relic, and all forms of ammunition are strictly forbidden. Even 
items that may be legal for you to own or carry (such as a gun with a conceal carry permit) are not to be brought to Omni 

 and are to be left at home.Fandom Expo

A  includes, but is not limited to: firearms, ammunition (including spent rounds), rifles, shotguns, hand guns, BB guns, pellet REAL WEAPON
guns, cap guns, air-soft weapons, paintball guns, blow guns, tasers, laser pointers, laser-aiming devices, or similar laser devices, explosives, 
knives, swords (including katana and other martial arts style swords), daggers, sword canes, switchblades, bali-song (butterfly) knives, axes, 
hatchets, pole arms, staffs, clubs, wooden or metal bats and paddles, bows (compound bows, long bows, recurve bows), any tipped arrows 
(including target tips), martial arts weapons, brass knuckles, baseball bats, chains, whips, nooses, leashes, handcuffs, pepper spray, mace, 
whips, projectile items, toy or real, or any item that may infer it is a dangerous item or one which would place another in apprehension of 
immediate harm (certain weapons may be allowed with restrictions - see below).

Weapons purchased at  must be kept boxed/wrapped and are to be immediately removed from the convention area Omni Fandom Expo
following purchase. The only acceptable locations it may be taken without removal from the hotel is your hotel room (in which case we suggest 
you keep it boxed/wrapped) or your vehicle (in which case we suggest you keep it boxed/wrapped).

PROP VS WEAPON - WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?

A "Prop" is something that can be carried in your hands or on your person considered as an accessory to your costume. The term "Weapon" 
may be indiscriminately used to describe any type of Prop that can possibly be viewed as related to any type of combat or violence. This view 
is held regardless of how you may be acting with your "Prop" and also regardless of what it is (from plushies to replica weapons). The moment 
any kind of prop, no matter how cute, inoffensive, or harmless it seems, is misused or brandished in such a fashion, it can and will becomes 
classified as "Weapon" by  Security and Staff and will be treated as such. Oddly enough, a stuffed Pikachu may be Omni Fandom Expo
considered a weapon in certain circumstances.

PROPS, PROP WEAPONS, OR FUTURISTIC CREATIONS

Prop: An accessory to your costume that is large enough to be carried.
Prop Weapons: homemade or commercially rendered realistically styled costume prop weapons that are accessories to your 
character.
Futuristic Creations: Futuristic costume/replica weapons such as: phasers, blasters, ray guns, or light-sabers.

PROP MATERIALS:

Preferred materials for props are foam, cardboard, paper mache, resin, fiberglass, wood and plastic. ALL Props/Weapons should be 
constructed of light and flexible materials with as little wood and metal as possible.

No metal bladed or sharp Props/Weapons will be allowed!

 Any prop bladed weapon should not be able to physically cut someone  ABSOLUTELY NO SHARP EDGED PROPS ARE ALLOWED! MUST
be of a prop nature. Bladed Prop/Weapons should be foam, foil-wrapped cardboard, flexible plastic, etc. Bokken and other wooden weapons 
are  permitted only at the discretion of .Omni Fandom Expo

PROP/REPLICA GUNS/WEAPONS:

, even in inoperable or unusable condition, may be used as a prop at . This policy is NO REAL GUN IN ANY FORM Omni Fandom Expo
regardless of the gun being any of the following: unloaded, stripped down, barrel filled, or anything else. Prop Weapons (such as toy firearms, 
NERF guns, etc) will be permitted as long as they have an orange tip at the end of the barrel, and can be easily identified as a non-functioning 
toy gun from a distance. Any painted Prop Gun MUST have an orange tip. You may not paint any Prop Replica Gun completely to look like a 
real firearm. Any real firearm used as a prop will result in the immediate and permanent removal from  and a call to the Omni Fandom Expo
Local Law Enforcement.

Rubber, plastic or foam crafted Prop or toy firearms are preferred.

No realistic ammunition and other realistically-colored weapons (ie: grenades), live or spent ammunition, shells, or explosive devices of any 
kind are allowed.

 Are not allowed intact, no matter what color they are painted and no matter what color the tip is painted. If your Airsoft and Paintball Guns:
weapon shoots anything other than water or foam darts, you will be asked to put it in your car/room. If the internal workings are removed, it has 
orange tips and it is repainted a non-realistic color (or is clear), they may be used.  in this case, we definitely prefer clear airsoft Please note:
guns. If the clear airsoft gun also has realistic-colored parts, those must be painted a non-realistic color (unless those are the internal parts, in 
which case, again, they must be removed entirely). Airsoft or Paintball guns that are electrically or gas powered, must also be completely 
discharged (no CO2 canister, no charged battery or no battery at all, etc).

We do allow the use of a small amount of certain metallic ACCENT colors on weapons with a realistic appearance. (However, black, silver and 
brown colors are still not allowed under any circumstances as the main body color of a realistic weapon. If the weapon is non realistic, any 
body color is acceptable.) This Accent color MUST be clearly visible as an ACCENT, and cannot be the "Majority" color. Think around 10% of 
the total surface of the weapon. This is a guideline, and we reserve the right to reject ANY weapon at the convention, if we feel the accent color 
compromises the standing rules regarding color. (Simply put, if your accent color is determined to be less of an accent and to have 
overpowered the "base" color, it will be rejected.)

  maintains a zero tolerance policy on discharging No Prop Gun may have any "Ammunition" loaded at any time. Omni Fandom Expo
projectiles, even from an approved prop or weapon regardless of the type of weapon (water pistol, NERF gun, airsoft) Any discharge will 
result  in the immediate and permanent removal from . These rules apply to any prop or toy firearms purchased from any Omni Fandom Expo
vendor.

 permitted, but must be brought to Weapons Check as soon as they come on to the Wooden swords, plastic bats, prop canes, staffs, etc:



hotel grounds to be peace bonded. If you are caught brandishing it at someone threateningly (so, not simply posing for a photo, that's fine!) or 
fighting with it (even if you're joking around), your badge will be punched, and you will be asked to put it in your room.

 Bows and arrows are allowed, however: no tips on the arrows, and all bows must remain unstrung for the entirety of the Bows and Arrows:
convention. To have your weapon approved and peace bonded, the bow must be unstrung (tied on one end only). If we see you stringing your 
bow or nocking an arrow, even for a picture, your badge will be punched and you will be asked to put your bow in your room. This does not 
pertain to holding the arrow in place while posing for a photo, since there's either just one end tied or no string which can let fly. While we 
understand that compound bows cannot be easily unstrung, if you are carrying one then we require that you never nock an arrow, nor hold one 
in a manner that might construe that you have an arrow nocked.

 Whips are allowed but must be kept on the hip. Swinging it (and not just posed for a photo) will possibly result in your removal Other Props:
from Omni Fandom Expo

Any non heavy gauge metal chains less than three feet (3’) are allowed. This includes, but is not limited to, chain wallets or chains on non-
costume clothing. While you can have chains, you cannot hold the chain like a leash and lead others around the convention. Larger gauge 
chain for costumes should be made out of plastic or foam.

Leashes are permitted. If you are wearing the collar, you must be holding the handle. Leashes will not be extended between two or more 
people at any time for other than photos. This can create a safety hazard and the leash can then be classified as a weapon that can cause 
entanglement.

NO "PADDLES," of any sort will be permitted at the convention. This includes, but is not limited to, Yaoi/Yuri Paddles.

 If your prop has a metal handle, or hilt, (ex: a Lightsaber or wooden sword), with a metal hand grip or hilt, Mostly non-metal prop weapons:
this is acceptable. Still NO METAL BLADES OF ANY KIND WILL BE ALLOWED.

PROP/WEAPONS CHECK:

 props, prop weapons, or futuristic replica must be submitted to a " " for written approval. Weapons Check has the sole ALL Weapons Check
discretion to approve any type of prop or prop weapons/replicas at . Weapons Check is located at the booth entitled “Prop Omni Fandom Expo
Check In.” Every Prop/Weapon will be handled on a case by case basis, made sure it follows  guidelines, and will be Omni Fandom Expo
treated accordingly. Weapons Check will make sure any pop gun is unloaded of any "ammunition", as well as zip tie the trigger so that it is 
incapable of firing. Swords and other applicable Prop/Weapons will be peace bonded. The determination of if a Prop/Weapon may be allowed 
into  is at the sole discretion of  Security and Staff. You may be potentially asked to make Omni Fandom Expo Omni Fandom Expo
adjustments to your Prop/Weapon to make it safe for entry into .Omni Fandom Expo

Please note: in some cases, a prop weapon may be attached to a costume and may fall under Weapons Check approval at the discretion of 
 security.Omni Fandom Expo

Removing or tampering with the device(s) used by Weapons Check / Security to designate approval is a violation of the Weapons Policy and 
will result in immediate expulsion from  without warning.Omni Fandom Expo

An Attendee who has their Prop/Weapons approved by Weapons Check  keep them under their physical control at any and all times. MUST
Any prop that is loaned to someone else that it is not registered to may possibly be confiscated, and you may be removed from the convention.

Any approved prop/weapon may be revoked at any time at the discretion of the Weapons Check / Security and management of Omni Fandom 
, for reasons including, but not limited to, the item being utilized or brandished in an inappropriate fashion or complaints about improper Expo

use or display. Any arguing with  Security and Staff over your Prop / Weapon for any reason may result in the confiscation Omni Fandom Expo
of your Prop / Weapon, your potential removal from , or being detained/removed by the Local Law Enforcement.Omni Fandom Expo

USE OF APPROVED PROPS/WEAPONS:

Props/Weapons are to be displayed only as costume pieces and are not allowed to be utilized in  threatening manner other than in a static ANY
pose for a photograph. Any prop/weapon that is swung, brandished, or actively used can injure others, create unsafe situations and possibly 
injure others. You may pose with a Prop/Weapon in a brandishing manner, so long as no reasonable person would interpret the posed 
brandishing as anything but a pose for dramatic effect. Such posed brandishing may be stopped at the sole and absolute discretion of Security, 
management of , or staff members. Any such violation on the  grounds or in the parking lots may be Omni Fandom Expo Official Hotel
grounds for discharge from hotel property and/or detention by police.

TRANSPORTATION OF PROPS/WEAPONS / OFFICIAL HOTEL AREAS:

 also requests that attendees have respect for people staying in the or attending other functions in the Omni Fandom Expo Official Hotel 
convention area that are not attending . Please make every effort to wrap your weapon or use carry bags for transporting Omni Fandom Expo
your Props/Weapons from your car/hotel room to the convention space.

Masks are not to be worn in any common area of the  that is not specifically rented by .Official Hotel Omni Fandom Expo

traverse the lobby, hotel registration, common areas, pool, etc. wearing tactical gear complete with DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES 
face masks and fake guns! This will most likely result in your arrest. This is just but one example. Please use common sense in regards to your 
costume. Please remember, not everyone understands what cosplay is and many will not hesitate to immediately report you to the hotel or the 
police.

PLEASE NOTE: Omni Fandom Expo will take no responsibility in any situation arising between an attendee and the .Official Hotel

MARTIAL ARTS PERFORMANCES & DEMOS:

Persons giving martial arts performances or demonstrations that are officially sanctioned in advance by the management of Omni Fandom 



 may display working martial arts weapons during, and thirty (30) minutes before and after the demonstrations or performances only in Expo
approved locations. Those weapons must be used so as to avoid harm to persons or property. These martial arts weapons must be 
transported to and from the performance or demonstration area in cases or wrapped and concealed, and must be removed from the convention 
premises immediately following the performances or demonstrations. Weapons Check / Security and the management of  Omni Fandom Expo
reserve the right to stop any performance or demonstration at its discretion.

USE OF UNIFORMED COSTUMES:

 has the sole discretion and absolute right to determine whether a uniformed costume is permitted or too close to a real Omni Fandom Expo
world uniform and to ask any attendee who is wearing it to adjust it or remove it. In the event the attendee does not cooperate with that 
request,  may expel the person from the convention.Omni Fandom Expo

COSTUMES THAT MAY BE CONFUSED WITH LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OR OTHER EMERGENCY RESPONSE PERSONNEL 
UNIFORMS ARE NOT PERMITTED AT OMNI FANDOM EXPO!

INSPECTIONS OF PROPERTY:

 attendees understand, agree and consent that Weapons Check,  representatives, or Security Omni Fandom Expo Omni Fandom Expo
personnel throughout , have the absolute and immediate right to inspect costumes, weapons, props, prop weapons, Omni Fandom Expo
futuristic props, and any other items brought into the convention space by any Attendee at any time for any reason.

Weapons Check, Security or  personnel may determine whether any particular item covered by this policy is or is not Omni Fandom Expo
permitted at . If it is discovered that an Attendee brought any unauthorized prop/weapon to , or Omni Fandom Expo Omni Fandom Expo
violates any of the policies referenced above, that person shall be immediately removed from the convention space.  Omni Fandom Expo
reserves the right to remove the such offenders from the premises, temporarily or permanently.

PERSONS WHO CARRY OR OTHERWISE BRING PROPS, PROP WEAPONS, FUTURISTIC REPLICAS, DO SO AT THEIR OWN, SOLE, 
AND ABSOLUTE RISK, AND ASSUME ALL RISKS OF LIABILITY, HARM, DAMAGE, OR LOSS TO ANY PERSON OR PROPERTY 
INJURED OR OTHERWISE HARMED, INTENTIONALLY OR ACCIDENTLY, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY BY SUCH ITEMS OR THE 
PERSON CARRYING THEM. IT IS ALSO NOTED THAT ANY PERSONS WHO WEAR MILITARY OR REAL WORLD COSTUMES OR 
SIMILAR ITEMS WHICH MAY DEPICT A MEMBER OF ANY LAW ENFORCEMENT, EMERGENCY PERSONNEL, OR ANY UNIFORM THAT 
MAY POTENTIALLY OR POSSIBLY CAUSE CONFUSION, FEAR, OR TERROR DO SO AT THEIR OWN, SOLE, AND ABSOLUTE RISK, 
AND ASSUME ALL RISKS OF LIABILITY, HARM, DAMAGE, OR LOSS TO ANY PERSON OR PROPERTY INJURED OR OTHERWISE 
HARMED, INTENTIONALLY OR ACCIDENTLY, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY BY SUCH ITEMS OR THE PERSON CARRYING THEM. IT IS 
HEREBY AGREED THAT , ITS OFFICERS, AGENTS, AFFILIATES AND SUBSIDIARIES, OR THE OMNI PRODUCTIONS, LLC. OFFICIAL 

 SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INJURY, HARM, DAMAGE, OR ANY OTHER RISK OR LIABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ANY HOTEL
PERSON’S USE OF ANY WEAPON, REPLICA, OR PROP, WHETHER PERMITTED OR BANNED HEREUNDER, AT OMNI FANDOM EXPO
. IN NO EVENT SHALL , AND ITS AFFILIATES AND SUBSIDIARIES, OR THE OMNI FANDOM EXPO OMNI PRODUCTIONS, LLC OFFICIAL 

HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES HEREUNDER.HOTEL 

BY ATTENDING , ATTENDEE WILL INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND HOLD  AND ITS OMNI FANDOM EXPO OMNI PRODUCTIONS, LLC.
AFFILIATES AND SUBSIDIARIES AND THE  AND ITS AFFILIATES HARMLESS FOR ALL LOSSES, COSTS, LIABILITIES OFFICIAL HOTEL
AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS) ARISING OUT OF ANY CLAIM FOR PAYMENT BY ANY PERSON OR 
ENTITY MAKING ANY CLAIM FOR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY ACT OR EVENT AT THE .OMNI FANDOM EXPO


